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ORDERING
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Twin Falls, ID 83303
Fax: 208.736.1958
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38 Hours...The Faith Of God
Berkley Badger

How could Jesus spend 3 days and 3 nights in the heart of the earth when He was dead barely 38 
hours? Why did Jesus tell doubting Thomas to thrust his hand into His side? Does every person 
who ever lived get resurrected?

10 Mistakes People Make About Heaven, Hell, and the Afterlife
Mike Fabarez

What are the straightforward, biblical answers everyone needs to know about heaven, hell, and the 
afterlife? Mike Fabarez examines 10 faulty beliefs that are surprisingly widespread - and look to 
God’s Word alone for the facts.

$15.99

$13.99

$10.00

$7.00

A Day of Feasting
Jon Courson

A Day of Feasting contains 365 meditations from the Biblical books of Joshua to Malachi that will 
accompany your life’s daily journeys. As you feast on God’s Word each day, your head will lift as 
your heart is filled with God’s timeless truths. As you commune daily with your Good Shepherd, you 
will see how the Old Testament lessons foreshadow the New Testament hope.

A Woman Rides the Beast
Dave Hunt

Are you missing half the story about the last days? Virtually all attention these days is focused 
on the coming Antichrist―but he is only half the story. Many people are amazed to discover in 
Revelation 17 that there is also another mysterious character at the heart of prophecy―a woman 
who rides the beast.

Who is this woman? Tradition says she is connected with the church of Rome. But isn’t such a view 
outdated?

BOOKS
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Beauty Marks (Healing Your Wounded Heart)
Linda Barrick

In this powerful healing journey, Linda Barrick applies the words Jesus spoke during His time of 
greatest pain to help readers transform their deepest wounds into their highest purpose.

BOOKS

$17.00

As It Is Written: The Genesis Account Literal or Literary?
Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., Th.D.

Readers come away with a better understanding of the six-day creation argument! The framework 
hypothesis or literary framework view has grown in acceptance as more readers of Scripture 
place “science” as the authority over the interpretation of God’s Word. By re-interpreting Genesis, 
this view encourages Christians to disregard the plainly shared timeline of creation and instead 
consider it as merely figurative or poetic rather than historical and accurate. Kenneth Gentry 
carefully defines the framework hypothesis, while tracing its historical origins and purpose. This 
provides a helpful introduction both for those who know the framework hypothesis as well as any 
hearing the term for the first time.$18.99

$14.99

Already Gone
Ken Ham and Britt Beemer, with Todd Hillard

If you look around in your church today, two-thirds of the young people who are sitting among us 
have already left in their hearts; soon they will be gone for good.

This is the alarming conclusion from a study Answers in Genesis commissioned from America’s 
Research Group, led by respected researcher Britt Beemer. The results may unnerve you - they 
may shake long-held assumptions to the core - but these results need to be taken seriously by the 
church.

$14.99

Advice For Seekers
Charles H. Spurgeon

Many people get lost in their faith walk by using the map of their own understanding rather than the 
guidance of God. Spurgeon, one of Christianity’s most enduring influences, helps set the seeker on 
the path of peace. In his classic work, Advice for Seekers, Spurgeon offers Scriptural truths to help 
remove the obstacles so the simplicity of the Gospel of Jesus Christ can be grasped.
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Calvinism: None Dare Call It Heresy 
Bob Kirkland

John Calvin taught that God will be glorified by bringing billions of people into this world for no 
other purpose than having them burn in Hell for eternity. Salvation is no longer a matter of choice. 
Furthermore, the Calvinist can never actually know if he or she is one of the elect thereby placing 
the Calvinist Gospel on a foundation of doubt rather than true biblical belief in the substitutionary 
sacrifice of Christ at Calvary. If that is not heresy, then what is?

Common Bond
Todd Braschler & Jill Laffoon

Read the true stories from people such as Gracia Burnham whose husband, Martin, was killed 
while serving as a missionary, and Kone Manzi, who was abandoned by her birth mother in Seoul, 
Korea and adopted by a couple in the United States. These and other inspirational vignettes are 
reflected in the powerful and faith strengthening-songs included in the full-length musical CD 
within the book. This free CD by popular worship leader Todd Braschler includes songs like Worthy 
After All, God is a Dreamer, and more. The unique book and CD celebrate the importance of serving 
God and our usefulness within the family of believers.

Bible Brainstorms
Roger Howerton

Here is the book that is perfect for people who enjoy a variety of mind-boggling, word-based 
games! You’ll find page after page of puzzles, quizzes, trivia, and more that will not only strengthen 
your knowledge of people and events from Scripture, but will create moments to strengthen your 
family ties. Use these on family nights, in Sunday schools or small group settings, or let them 
create uplifting moments you can share anytime.

BOOKS

$16.99

$11.95

$10.00

Cross The Bridge Bundle
David McGee

Cross The Bridge To Life
God is not merely concerned with providing fire insurance for your afterlife. He wants to give you a 
reason to live, a way to live, and the power to live. He wants to help you not just to exist but to live 
an extremely blessed and incredibly adventurous life.

Cross The Bridge Every Day
ADavid McGee’s one year daily devotional is sure to make everyday life a God-sized adventure! 
Spend time each day in God’s Word. It is perfect for your quiet time, lunch break, or evening wind-
down time; or as a small group resource.$25.00
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BOOKS

Demolishing Supposed Bible Contradictions, Volume 2
Tim Chaffey, Ken Ham & Bodie Hodge

Behind every supposed biblical error there is a powerful truth waiting to be found! Too often people 
focus on what seems to be contradictions or errors in the Bible, using them to create doubt in 
the minds of believers or act as stumbling blocks in trying to present the Gospel. Explosive and 
insightful Biblical evidence disproves the toughest of critics while bringing to light the indestructible 
power of God’s Word. Demolishing Supposed Bible Contradictions Volume 2 accepts the critics’ 
challenge, taking on some of the most difficult issues, helping to strengthen the faith of those who 
love God.

$12.99

Crucified
Cheryl Arnold

There is a path that is stained with Jesus’ blood and leads to His crucifixion and ultimately to our 
crucifixion if we will follow Him. After salvation, man must be made to detest with all his being the 
sin nature within him. When he does he will kill it (Romans 6:6). How shall we, who are dead to sin, 
live any longer in it? (Romans 6:2). When he kills it, he allows Christ to be fully formed in him and is 
fit then to walk out the rest of his life on earth in single-minded devotion to Christ, longing for the 
moment he will be forever with Him in glory. This is the love of God.

$15.99

Cross The Bridge To Life
David McGee

God is not merely concerned with providing fire insurance for your afterlife. He wants to give you a 
reason to live, a way to live, and the power to live. He wants to help you not just to exist but to live 
an extremely blessed and incredibly adventurous life.

As you journey through this book, get ready to be challenged, refreshed, inspired, and equipped to 
start enjoying the blessed life God destined for you.

$10.00

Cross The Bridge Every Day
David McGee

David McGee’s one year daily devotional is sure to make everyday life a God-sized adventure! 
Spend time each day in God’s Word. It is perfect for your quiet time, lunch break, or evening wind-
down time; or as a small group resource. With a handy subject index, you can look up various 
topics on your life’s unique circumstances to help you discover the purpose in what you’re going 
through and how you will get through it.

$20.00
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Entebbe: A Defining Moment in the War on Terrorism--The 
Jonathan Netanyahu Story
Iddo Netanyahu

July 4, 1976. The United States was celebrating 200 years of freedom and democracy. Thousands 
of miles away, freedom of a different kind was being celebrated as more than 100 hostages who 
had been held at gunpoint by terrorists in Entebbe, Uganda, were freed. The daring commander 
of this rescue mission was Jonathan (Yoni) Netanyahu; he was the only Israeli soldier killed in 
the Entebbe raid. Readers will marvel over the reasons Jonathan went to Entebbe, what has been 
called “his great hour.”

Evolution Impossible
Dr. John F. Ashton

There is scientific evidence proving evolution cannot be responsible for life on Earth. In Evolution 
Impossible, Dr. John Ashton uses discoveries in genetics, biochemistry, geology, radiometric 
dating, and other scientific disciplines to explain why the theory of evolution is a myth. Regardless 
of your level of scientific education, you will finish this book able to cite 12 reasons why evolution 
cannot explain the origin of life. One of the most compelling & authoritative rebuttals of evolution 
today!

Evidence For The Bible
Clive Anderson and Brian Edwards

Archaeology throws dramatic light on the biblical record. The evidence will surprise and inform 
you as you turn over the soil of history from the pages of your Bible. The witness of the trowel 
authenticates and illuminates the people and events, lifting them from the pages of the Book and 
setting them in the context of time and place. Join us on an exciting journey with this evidence 
from the past.

BOOKS

$13.99

$29.99

$19.99

Eradicate - Blotting Out God In America
David Fiorazo

‘Eradicate’ identifies two major problems causing the spiritual and moral decline in our country: the 
secular agenda to blot out God, and the apathy of Christians. With 78% of Americans claiming to be 
Christians, how did it get to the point where Christianity is having less of an influence on our culture 
than culture is having on Christianity? Too many believers have conformed to our culture and we’re 
now suffering the consequences as a nation.This book will expose the anti-Christian movements in 
America and give you a thorough understanding of the foundational battle for truth.

$19.95
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Glad News! God Loves You, My Muslim Friend
Samy Tanagho

The author integrates all of the positive teachings in Islam (concerning the Christian faith and 
Jesus Christ) to help Muslims believe the Gospel and to see the divinity of Jesus Christ and the 
salvation He wants Muslims to experience. The supernatural attributes of Jesus actually compel 
the conclusion that Jesus is more than a prophet! Throughout the book the author presents God’s 
marvelous, unconditional love for the reader and how God longs for a personal relationship with us 
based on grace and not on human works or rituals.

Foxe’s Book Of Martyrs
John Foxe

Foxe’s Book of Martyrs has been an invaluable addition to the libraries of faithful Christians for 
almost five centuries. Chronicling the suffering and brutal deaths of those who have sacrificed their 
lives for the sake of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, John Foxe captured the God-given, Spirit-inspired 
courage of these noble souls. Though sometimes difficult to read because of the inhumane cruelty 
depicted in its pages, the images which truly endure are the ones which portray the victorious faith, 
through the grace of God, of these Christian martyrs.

Generation To Generation
Yael Eckstein

In Judaism, this is known as l’dor v’dor, “from generation to generation,” and expresses how faith 
is passed down from one generation to the next through the holy observances and traditions that 
happen within the life of the family. In “Generation to Generation,” author Yael Eckstein shares the 
lessons of faith instilled in her by her parents that helped her to persevere following the sudden 
death of her father, Rabbi Yechiel Eckstein, and gave her the hope and courage she needed to 
follow in his footsteps as President and CEO of the International Fellowship of Christians and Jews.

BOOKS

$14.95

$10.00

$12.00

Faith Undone
Roger Oakland

Is the emerging church movement just another passing fad, a more contemporary approach to 
church, or a bunch of disillusioned young people looking for answers? In fact, it is actually much 
broader and is influencing Christianity to a significant degree.

The path that the emerging church is taking is leading right into the arms of Roman Catholicism 
and ultimately to an interfaith perspective that has prophetically profound ramifications.

$14.95
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God’s Big Book Of Animals
Orit Kashtan

Discover the secrets of your favorite animal’s odd behaviors, such as why woodpeckers don’t get 
headaches, how octopuses change colors, and what helps insects walk sideways and even upside 
down!

From shrews to skunks, elephants to Emperor penguins, learn about 50 animals in all! This fun kids 
book is filled with full-color images of each creature, as well as their behavior and habitats. Also the 
engaging and humorous text inspires praise to God for the work of His hands!

BOOKS

$34.99

Great For God
David Shibley

An inspiring number of biographical accounts from some of history’s greatest missionaries like 
David Livingstone who answered God’s challenge to impact the world. Taking the message of 
Christ and salvation to the unexplored lands of those who had never heard the truth, he was among 
the faithful men and women who risked death, disease and poverty so others might know and 
receive Jesus as Savior.

$12.00

Henry Morris Study Bible (Black Leather)
Henry Morris

The Henry Morris Study Bible is “an invaluable tool for the defense of the Christian faith” according 
to Dr. John MacArthur. With over 10,000 study notes, no other resource offers the comprehensive 
analysis of biblical creation and authority of Scripture. The 2,215 pages feature a 10-point font and 
a two column format making it easy to read. Inside you will also find the Words of Christ in red, 22 
total appendices, full color maps and a concordance. The hard cover offers a dignified and gentle 
design that both men and women will find attractive.

$94.00

Henry Morris Study Bible (Hardcover)
Henry Morris

The Henry Morris Study Bible is “an invaluable tool for the defense of the Christian faith” according 
to Dr. John MacArthur. With over 10,000 study notes, no other resource offers the comprehensive 
analysis of biblical creation and authority of Scripture. The 2,215 pages feature a 10-point font and 
a two column format making it easy to read. Inside you will also find the Words of Christ in red, 22 
total appendices, full color maps and a concordance. The hard cover offers a dignified and gentle 
design that both men and women will find attractive.

$36.00
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BOOKS

Hope Out Loud Prayers
Jen Barrick

Jen gives us a glimpse of what we will have in heaven some day: an intimate, uninhibited, 
communication with the Lord of Lords! In this booklet are some of her personal “Hope Out Loud 
Prayers” that will minister to your heart and soul.

$7.99

How Do We Know The Bible Is True?
Ken Ham & Bodie Hodge

Today there are untold voices in print, on television, and online calling for our attention, and so 
many of these mock or belittle our faith. From coworkers to those calling themselves Christians, 
the tone has become one of reproach, disparaging the character of God and undermining the 
authority of the Bible. How Do We Know the Bible is True? is based on the absolute authority of 
God’s Word, not man-centered explanations. Clearly presented, it will help bring clarity in a world 
filled with increasingly vague notions of truth.

$14.99

History Of Religious Liberty: From Tyndale to Madison
Michael Farris

Early American advocates of freedom did not believe in religious liberty in spite of their Christianity, 
but explicitly because of their individual faith in Christ, which had been molded and instructed by 
the Bible. The greatest evidence of their commitment to liberty can be found in their willingness to 
support the cause of freedom for those different from themselves. James Madison played a key 
role in the founding of America and in the establishment of religious liberty. But the true heroes 
of our story are the common people whom Tyndale inspired and Madison marshaled for political 
victory.

$25.00

His Favorite Wife
Susan Ray Schmidt

The heart-stopping, inspirational narrative of a courageous fifteen year-old girl who becomes 
the sixth wife in a polygamous marriage. In North America today there are over thirty thousand 
polygamists. Their women are taught that obedience, unquestioning acceptance of polygamy, 
and giving birth to huge families of children to follow in their parent’s footsteps, will assure them 
a celestial crown. Few search out truth for themselves, but trustingly follow their prophet. Susan’s 
book deals with this head-in-the-sand ignorance. She too, was one of these women.

$13.00
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BOOKS
Hutterites: Our Story To Freedom
The Nine

This is the story of how NINE courageous people came to make their decision to forsake all and 
find their new life in Jesus Christ and in society. They left the Hutterite system which is a branch of 
Anabaptists similar to the Amish and Mennonites. Each of “The Nine” have committed to paper a 
personal chapter where they share their testimonies of their life-changing decision.

$15.00

It Could Happen Tomorrow
Gary Frazier

Christ himself tells us of impending wars, rumors of wars, ethnic conflicts, spiritual deception, 
famines, pestilences and earthquakes in various places; all signs to us that we are in the last days 
and yet most are ignoring the warnings that have been given. Events prophesied long ago by God’s 
ancient prophets and Jesus himself which may be happening around us even today, as well as 
those that will happen after God’s children are gone. But unlike Hollywood’s themes of death and 
doom, there is a more powerful prophetic message for the world today, one of hope - the ending is 
simple, powerful, and inevitable - God and His love will prevail.

$15.99

Keeping Faith in an Age of Reason
Jason Lisle

Critics often claim that the Bible cannot be true because it has contradictions. Other critics hear 
this claim and repeat it. But few bother to check to see if it is really true. A popular list of 439 
alleged Bible contradictions has been circulating on the Internet for years. Many critics refer to this 
list as the definitive proof that the Bible is flawed. But apparently none of them bothered to actually 
check. Interestingly, not one of these 439 claims is a genuine contradiction. This shows that critics 
generally do not perform careful scholarship.

$15.99

Large Print Bible
Hendrickson Bibles

Hendrickson reintroduces its popular Large Print Wide Margin Reference Bible - but now with 
a fresh, new setting of the King James Version Bible. This special edition of the KJV provides 
generous margins on three sides of every page, which leaves plenty of room for recording sermon 
notes, personal reflections on the Bible, and study group notes. End-of-verse cross-references 
help readers follow a topic throughout the Bible, and a brand new concordance provides helpful 
guidance on locating where particular words are to be found in the text.

$25.00
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BOOKS

Miracle Of Israel: The Shocking, Untold Story of God’s Love for 
His People
Gary Frazier and Jim Fletcher

Everyone is looking for a miracle. Families devastated by a faltering economy. A college student 
facing the horrific diagnosis of cancer. Corporately, whole nations are teetering on the brink of 
despair and chaos. The Miracle of Israel is a stunning examination of the millennia-old love that 
God has for His people.

$11.99

Miracle For Jen
Linda Barrick

On the night of November 5, 2006, the Barrick family was driving home from church when their van 
was struck by a drunk driver. Fifteen-year-old Jen suffered multiple skull fractures and severe brain 
trauma and was not expected to survive the night. But against all odds, she did. After five weeks 
she opened her eyes and began praying and praising God. Jen didn’t remember her middle name, 
recognize her parents, or recall that she had a little brother—but she remembered Jesus and every 
word to every praise song and scripture she had hidden in her heart before the accident. Miracle for 
Jen is the remarkable true story of a family who overcame tragedy and learned to trust God’s plan 
for their lives in a whole new way.$15.99

Meet The Skeptic: A Field Guide To Faith Conversations
Bill Foster

Conversations are snapshots of a person’s worldview. You never know when one of those 
conversations will challenge your Christian faith. Are you equipped to effectively deal with 
this skepticism? Meet the Skeptic teaches believers to think about skepticism in categories. 
It is effective for conversational training as well as being a model for building an apologetics 
curriculum. The four categories described provide a framework into which believers can organize 
and connect worldview ideas.

$10.99

Marinating Moments
Marc Knutson

The spiritual truths found in the Word of God are the marinade in which human souls should bathe.

Immersing ourselves in the enzyme action of God’s transforming Word, steeping in the authenticity 
of His divine reason, will condition and tenderize our hearts for His service. The ultimate result will 
produce succulent, plump, and savory fruit of the Spirit in and through our lives.

$15.00
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BOOKS
Muddy Waters
Nanci Des Gerlaise

Many Christians see no problem combining the beliefs and practices of Native American 
Spirituality with their view of Christianity. But Nanci Des Gerlaise knows differently. Muddy Waters 
tells the story of this Cree Native American woman, who after years of struggle, oppression, and 
spiritual darkness found light and truth in the One who offered her freedom.

$15.00

Muhammad’s Monsters
David Bukay

Since 9/11, the rush to learn about Islam has been a common goal for a broad spectrum of 
Americans - from politicians, to clergy, to soccer moms. Indeed, a lack of knowledge of this religion 
has publishers scrambling for titles. Mohammad’s Monsters represents that rare project - scholarly 
in tone, yet highly readable - that sets it apart. Essays from leading experts, including David Bukay 
and Louis Rene Beres, outline the broad dimensions of Islam, while filling in important details. 
Careful to distinguish between moderate Moslems and radicals who have adopted monstrous 
methods of dealing with the West, this is a work of utmost importance.

$18.00

New Answers Book Set
Ken Ham

Be more effective in defending scriptural authority and the truth of Genesis as literal history. 
Join Ken Ham and others as they provide succinct and empowering answers to the most-asked 
questions about Christianity and science today. This book combo provides you with all the 
important answers to questions found in The New Answers Book 1, 2, and 3, as well as the latest 
addition to the series, The New Answers Book 4!

$44.99

Praying Thru The Tabernacle
Jon Courson

“Lord, teach us to pray.” The disciples of Jesus made this simple request to Him. Why? Because 
they realized that everything that Jesus did was the direct result of His prayer life. Is this your 
request too? Do you desire a more effective prayer life?

$10.00
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BOOKS

Seal of God
Chad Williams

Part memoir, part evangelism piece, SEAL of God follows Chad’s journey through the grueling Naval 
Ops training and onto the streets of Iraq, where he witnessed the horrors of war up close. Along 
the way, Chad shares his own radical conversion story and talks about how he draws on his own 
experiences as a SEAL to help others better understand the depths of Christ’s sacrifice and love.

$15.00

Reset For Parents: How to Keep Your Kids from Backsliding
Todd Friel

Raising a prodigal is every Christian parent’s worst nightmare. Horrifyingly, George Barna contends 
that over 60 percent of Christian kids will run off to university and “lose their faith.” Some pollsters 
believe the number is as high as 80 percent. But there is great news! Your child doesn’t have to 
become a statistic. Your child can become an adult who loves the Lord the same way you do — but 
this will likely require a radical parenting reset on your part.

$13.99

Rapture Ready...or Not?
Terry James

Rapture Ready...or Not is for this generation of readers who are confused and look upon a world 
that seems to have destroyed opportunity for a bright, abundant future. The Rapture is about to 
catastrophically strike an unsuspecting world of both unbelievers and believers. Jesus Christ is the 
Shelter from the coming Tribulation storm of God’s wrath and judgment.

Jesus stated clearly that it will be “business as usual” right up until He catastrophically intervenes 
again in the affairs of mankind!

$15.00

Raising Men Not Boys
Mike Fabarez

Perhaps there has never been a more challenging time to raise children than in today’s culture. 
Parents are having to address challenges that their parents never had to with them. And while the 
core elements to raising children are the same, parents need wisdom for applying them to this day 
and age.

$12.99
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BOOKS
Seducers Among Our Children
Patrick Crough

Seducers Among Our Children is the personal perspective of an investigative sergeant who knows 
first hand the inner workings and methods used by sexual predators.

$12.95

Stargazer’s Guid To The Night Sky
Dr. Jason Lisle

Your first step into the vast universe with a one-of-kind guide to the night sky! Find out when and
where to look with just the naked eye...you’ll be amazed at how much of the galaxy you can see.
Includes 150 beautiful photos, full-color star-charts, easy to use illustrations, and video link for
expert advice! “How do phases of the moon work? When will the next solar eclipse take place?
What is that bright star setting in the west?” All of these questions are easily answered with this
helpful guide. The heavens truly declare God’s glory....now understand why!

$34.99

Stressed Out
Todd Friel

You are definitely not the only person on the planet to wrestle with anxious feelings. Billions upon 
billions of people battle garden-variety stress and anxiety every day. Everyone, to varying degrees, 
worries. Jesus Christ is a sympathetic high priest who understands us, and He knows we are prone 
to worry. He is so thoughtful and kind that His last sermon to the disciples (and us) was dedicated 
to the subject of anxiety. Prepare to discover 12 anxiety relievers from Jesus Christ that will get to 
the root of your anxiety problem and give you the tools you need to replace your anxious thoughts 
with profound, settled, hopeful joy.

$14.00

Surviving The Justice Experience
Kevin J. McCarthy, Ph.D.

Using his own life in prison and the events that led up to and followed it as inspiration, author Kevin 
J. McCarthy recounts an honest tale of his own journey and experiences in order to help families 
of the incarcerated maintain their relationship with God. The book offers a spiritual pathway to 
guide family members and friends in renewing their Faith and navigating their way through the 
darkness of overwhelming events. It also provides a foundation for healing family members and 
understanding Jesus’ command of “peace be with you.”

$15.99
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BOOKS

The Defender’s Guide For Life’s Toughest Questions
Ray Comfort

It’s tough to be a believer in today’s world - especially if you are a student in an academic system 
intent on destroying your faith. Bestselling author Ray Comfort has collected some of the toughest 
questions people will face in defending their faith and offers sound biblical responses. Each issue is 
one that has been raised by genuine atheists. Don’t be without these powerful truths when you face 
a world trying to twist and confuse biblical truth.

The Day Approaching
Amir Tsarfati

In the Bible, Jesus spoke about the signs that would make it clear His return is near. What are those 
signs? And are they evident today?

As a Jewish native Israeli who is a Christian, Amir Tsarfati has a distinct perspective that weaves 
biblical history, current events, and Bible prophecy together to shine light on the mysteries about 
the end times. From his vantage point in the Middle East and through careful Bible study, Amir 
points to evidence that informs us the return of the Lord is imminent.

$15.00

$20.00

The Christ
Carroll Roberson

He was either loved or hated by those with whom He came into contact; rarely did He leave anyone 
with a feeling of indifference toward Him.

The authorities of His day finally renounced Him as a fake, but The Christ leaves no doubt that 
Jesus was indeed the Messiah, the “Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world.”

$18.99

$20.00

The Adventure Bible for Kids
Zondervan

The bestselling NIV Adventure Bible will get kids excited about reading the Scriptures! Kids will be 
captivated with the full-color features that make reading the Bible and memorizing their favorite 
verses engaging and fun. Along the way they will meet all types of people, see all sorts of places, 
and learn all kinds of things about the Bible.
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BOOKS
The Expanse Of Heaven: Where Creation and Astronomy 
Intersect
Danny R. Faulkner

It begins with a chapter on ancient cosmologies, and concludes with a chapter on modern 
cosmology. In between are chapters on the appearance of astronomical bodies in the sky, 
discussions of the moon, the earth and other planets in the solar system, the sun, the stars, 
our Milky Way Galaxy and other galaxies. Evolutionary theories are described and critiqued, 
while creationary theories are explained. This unique book is intended for general reading by lay 
audiences, but it can be adapted as a textbook on astronomy.

$24.99

The Flood Of Noah
Bodie Hodge & Laura Welch

Hundreds of flood legends from around the world have details strikingly similar to the biblical 
account of Noah and the Ark. Why are there so many similarities in so many diverse cultures? What 
can we learn of the pre-Flood world from ancient and archaeological records? See how the flood 
account of a remote people group in China is like the flood legend of gypsies in Transylvania, and 
like many other societies from almost every continent. These legends are what we would expect to 
find as remnants of an event unlike any other in history.

$24.99

The Genius Of Ancient Man
Don Landis, with Jackson Hole Bible College

Discover the Incredible Intelligence of the Earliest Innovators. The IQ level required to visualize, 
engineer and build the many “out of place artifacts” discussed and pictured baffles those who are 
steeped in Darwinian–style explanations of the origin of man, as taught in public schools and the 
secular media. Prepare to be exposed to information and photographs you have probably never 
read or seen before!

$21.99

The Harbinger
Jonathan Cahn

Before its end as a nation, there appeared in ancient Israel nine specific warnings and omens of 
national destruction – These same nine Harbingers are now manifesting in America with profound 
ramifications for America’s future and end-time prophecy. Hidden in an ancient biblical prophecy 
from Isaiah, the mysteries revealed in The Harbinger are so precise that they foretell recent 
American events down to the exact days… the 3,000-year-old mystery that revealed the exact date 
of the stock market collapse of 2008… the ancient prophecy that was proclaimed from the floor of 
the US Senate and then came true…and more.

$17.00
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BOOKS

The Miracles Answer Book
Lee Strobel

A former atheist turned Christian, Lee launched a two-year investigation into the supernatural. 
The results will amaze you and strengthen your faith as you discover surprising truths. Using the 
popular question-and-answer format, Lee will lead you on a voyage of discovery and discernment 
as he takes on tough questions.

$20.00

The Lie
Ken Ham

Originally published in 1987, The Lie took a bold stand which became prophetic. Ken warned the 
church about the destructive effects of compromise with evolutionary/millions-of-years ideas. 
He warned that compromise in Genesis would undermine Scriptural authority in the culture and 
erode confidence in the infallibility of God’s Word. Today, Christians increasingly doubt the Bible’s 
reliability. So then do those who are considering placing their faith in Jesus, the Creator.

$10.00

The Indispensable Word
Jo Duncan

“The Indispensable Word” from Christian Faith Publishing author Jo Duncan is a guide to reading 
the Old Testament once, the New Testament twice, Psalms five times and Proverbs four times 
in the span of nine months. This study will help bring the reader closer to God through a deeper 
knowledge of His Word.

$15.95

The Hiding Place
Corrie Ten Boom

When the second world war began, Corrie Ten Boom was simply an ordinary, middle-aged 
Dutch never-married woman. By the time the conflict ended, she was literally transformed by the 
faith she had merely accepted, and on a mission from God. By God’s grace, Corrie survived the 
concentration camp and became a “tramp for the Lord,” sharing in more than sixty nations the 
thrilling message that nothing, not even death, can separate us from God’s love.

$14.95
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BOOKS

The Summit
Eric Alexander

It’s one of the greatest challenges one can face on Earth; an ascent to the top of the world on the 
slopes of Mount Everest. Eric Alexander experienced grace and a faith-empowering journey he will 
never forget as part of a record-setting team in May 2001, scaling the heights of Everest with his 
friend, blind climber Erik Weinhenmayer. Here is the powerful story of Eric Alexander and his unique 
life journey of guiding people with disabilities to the most perilous places of the world, including 
Mount Everest’s first blind ascent.

$18.99

The New Weather Book (Wonders of Creation)
Michael Oard

The earth was created to be the dwelling place of man. It is a complex world and its weather 
patterns affect our lives every day. Whether you live near the equator, a polar region, or somewhere 
in between, knowledge of the weather is important.

Learning about the weather is fun! It will change the way you look at the clouds in the sky. Now 
you’ll have more of an understanding about what is going on miles above your head. And when you 
hear a weather report on television, you’ll understand so much more about the world around you!

$20.00

The Oracle
Jonathan Cahn

Jonathan Cahn, author of the New York Times best sellers The Harbinger, The Mystery of the 
Shemitah, The Book of Mysteries, and The Paradigm, now unveils The Oracle, in which he opens 
up the Jubilean mysteries and a revelation so big that it lies behind everything from the rise and fall 
of nations and empires (even America), to the current events of our day, to the future, to end-time 
prophecy, and much more.

$25.00

The Tower Of Babel - The Cultural History Of Our Ancestors
Bodie Hodge

This new book reveals humanity’s shared ancestry as never before! Most Christians are familiar 
with the biblical account of Babel, but after the dispersion, there appears to be a void until hundreds 
of years later when empires like Rome and Greece arose. Discover the truth of the people groups 
and the civilizations that spread across the earth. All trace their roots back to Babel as well as to 
the sons and grandsons of Noah!

$13.99
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BOOKS

Tough Guys & Drama Queens
Mark Gregston

Parents of preteens and teens can move from scared to prepared with a new approach to parenting 
their adolescents. Parents of preteens intuitively know that no matter how good their kids are, there 
is turbulence ahead. Many feel lost and unprepared as they watch the damaging effects of culture 
collide with their child’s growing pains and raging hormones. For the past 35 years Mark Gregston 
has lived and worked with struggling teens and knows what it takes to reach them. He says, “A 
parent’s success has little to do with either the validity of their words or their intent as messengers; 
it’s more about how they approach their child and engage with them.”

$15.99

The Word: Apparatus for Salvation, Renewal & Maturity
Galyn Wiemers

The Word of God reveals the great salvation for mankind which is available in Jesus Christ. This 
same Word also communicates the truths that belilevers must understand in order to renew their 
minds to the plan and will of God, therby enabling them to produce fruits of righteousness in their 
lives, and in the end, receive a rich inheritance into the eternal Kingdom of our Lord. Galyn Wiemers 
emphasizes the crucial importance of the teaching ministry in the church in The Word: Apparatus 
for Salvation, Renewal and Maturity.

$10.00

The Way of Escape
David McGee

Nominal or lukewarm believers in Jesus, unbelievers, and on fire believers will all find great 
blessings in the Scriptures and the concepts that Pastor David brings forth from the Hebrew 
Scriptures or the Old Testament. Pastor David has studied the Hebrew language extensively, led 
many tours to Israel, and actually reads and speaks Biblical Hebrew. From his deep knowledge of 
the Feasts of the Lord, in part from celebrating and leading over 15 annual Passover’s, David shows 
how the Feasts and the history of Israel integrates and confirms biblical prophecies. This book, and 
the Bible passages it uses, will help prepare anyone for what’s coming.

$19.95

The Truth About Mormonism
Dennis & Rauni Higley

Dennis was a sixth-generation Mormon who became an Elder’s Quorum president while still in his 
early twenties. about a decade later, he was ordained a High Priest and called to serve on the Stake 
High Council. Rauni worked as a translator and language coordinator for the LDS Church for over 
14 years, and held teaching positions in Sunday school and in the Relief Society. Her privileged 
position allowed her to study Mormon history from many books not generally available to LDS 
membership, which eventually led her to share these growing concerns about discrepancies hidden 
by the Church with her husband.

$11.00
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BOOKS

Whose Witnesses?
Cheryl Arnold

This book will show the reader that there is one main point that the Jehovah’s Witnesses press 
harder than any other and it is a foundational doctrine of theirs. It is this: They insist that Jesus 
Christ is not God...they deny His Deity. This book will show how the Bible teaches that Jesus Christ 
is God and that there is no salvation apart from receiving this truth. We pray that this book will be 
used to lead many into the loving arms of their God and Savior Jesus Christ by illuminating the 
glorious gospel He taught about Himself.

$10.00

When You Ask Why
Daniel E. Johnson

People of faith struggle to reconcile the concept of a loving God and human suffering. The 
darkness that accompanies emotional pain often results in a wavering trust in God. Questions arise 
such as: Why did God let this happen? What does all this really mean? Why can t I find peace?

Author Daniel E. Johnson offers hope to the hurting by opening the doors to his own journey in 
When You Ask Why. Walk through the pages with him to find hope, comfort, and peace in God’s 
unfailing love once again.

$5.99

Trapped In Hitler’s Hell
Anita Dittman with Jan Markell

Anita Dittman was just a little girl when the winds of Hitler and Nazism began to blow through 
Germany. By the time she was twelve, the war had begun. Abandoned by her father when he 
realized the price of being associated with a Jewish wife and family, Anita and her mother were 
ultimately left to fend for themselves. Anita’s teenage years are spent desperately fighting for 
survival yet learning to trust in the One she discovered would not leave her.

$13.99

World Religions & Cults: Counterfeits of Christianity (3 Volume 
Box Set)
Bodie Hodge & Roger Patterson

These three volumes are a must for laymen, church leaders, teachers, and students wanting to 
understand the trends in our culture and around the world where certain religions dominate, helping 
you discern truth and guard your faith. When you understand a religion’s origins and teachings, you 
are in a better position to know how to proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ as you take the good 
news to those in false religions. Prepare yourself, your family, and your church to answer questions 
and share the gospel with non-Christian friends and skeptics, and defend against the rise of 
religions and cults in our culture.$46.99
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BOOKS

Your Guide To Yellowstone & Grand Teton National Parks
Dennis Bokovoy

This new guidebook celebrates the biblical history revealed within the landscapes of Yellowstone 
and Grand Teton National Parks. Within the pages you will find travel tips that help you create an 
amazing vacation; colorful maps, details on the forests, grasslands, geysers, flowers, hiking trails, 
wildlife, and more vibrantly portrayed in hundreds of full-color photos. Whether you are planning a 
visit to these parks or just desire to study the majesty of God’s beautiful creation, this book will give 
you an incredible perspective.

$15.99

Worship Revealed
Tony Rinella

God, the Bible and the Holy Spirit have something to say to the Body of Christ today about how we 
are conducting our congregational worship services. Are we listening? Does our worship in our 
churches of faith express the love, purity, simplicity and true heart connection with God that He 
longs to hear? Tony Rinella challenges most of the churches to recheck what they are doing. Do 
you have bands playing and amped music volume from a church stage performance, or are you 
facilitating the real worship that God longs to hear?

Tony gets us back to the basics in his book. What is real worship that God wants? And how do we 
get there? Please consider taking on this important challenge by reading his book.$9.99

World Religions & Cults: Counterfeits of Christianity (Volume 1)
Bodie Hodge & Roger Patterson

This eye-opening first volume presents a clear and thorough analysis of counterfeit religions like 
Mormonism, Islam, Deism, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Zoroastrianism, and many more.

Many religions and cults discussed in this first volume openly affirm that the Bible is true, but then 
something gets in their way. And there is a common factor every time - man’s fallible opinions. In 
one way or another the Bible gets demoted, reinterpreted, or completely ignored. Man’s ideas are 
used to throw the Bible’s clear teaching out the window while false teachings are promoted.

$15.99
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God’s Simple Truth About Worship
Tony Rinella

“The Secret of Song is the church’s most distinctive resource, not because music is more powerful 
than the Word or the Spirit, but because song is a means by which both can be so joyously 
conjoined - by all the people of the Lord.”

So writes Tony Rinella in the new booklet, “God’s Simple Truth About True Worship.” A longtime 
worship leader, Tony is active in evangelism, faith encouragement, and exhortation.

BOOKLETS

$2.00

101 Last Days Prophecies

A 32-page booklet from Eternal Productions that was designed to catch even the casual glance 
with its glossy cover, and professional artwork. But better still... the contents can be life saving!

Inside is PROOF, laid out simply, that the Bible - which declares history in advance - is truly the Word 
of God. It also includes the hope that is available to all.

101 Scientific Facts And Foreknowledge

This booklet presents 101 scientific facts found in the Scriptures. Many of these facts were penned 
centuries before they were discovered. Scientific foreknowledge found only in the Bible offers one 
more piece to the collective proof that the Bible is truly the inspired Word of the Creator.

$2 each

$2 each

Five Things You Can Do To Protect Your Kids From Sexual 
Predators
Patrick Crough

Raising a child has never been more treacherous than it is right now, and it is only getting worse. 
Major crimes investigator, Sergeant Patrick Crough, has written a booklet that all parents and 
grandparents need to read. Be diligent in safeguarding your children from those inside their social 
circles using these principles, and you will automatically protect them from those outside their 
circles. Some of these points below may not always prove practical in every situation, but I offer 
them as ways to assure that your child is not victimized.

$3.00
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BOOKLETS

Overcoming Obstacles To Trusting The Lord
Maria Kneas

How can we increase our trust in God? One way is to identify some of the obstacles to trusting so 
that we can deal with them.

We can ask God to: (1) make us aware when we fall into these ways of thinking or reacting, (2) 
deal with things in our hearts that are fertile ground for these hindrances, and (3) give us practical 
strategies, and grace, to overcome these problems.

$3.00

Rays Of Hope Gift Set
Robert Anderson

“Rays of Hope” was created to help share the messages of assurance and 
hope that can be found in the LORD Jesus Christ with those who may find 
themselves in a lonely, dark, faraway or dangerous place. If you find that a 
particular verse or photo speaks to your heart, please feel free to tear the 
page out, and keep it close to you as a reminder of His love, mercy and 
grace, and also as a reminder of His everlasting and enduring hope for 
those that are in Him, who love Him and who call on His name.

$25.00

The Cross and the Marijuana Leaf
Linda Nathan

Should Christians use pot? Should they condone the use of it in our society? What would Jesus 
do? The author’s extensive experience, biblical approach, and current research provide clear 
guidelines for those struggling with today’s exploding drug culture. Whether you’ve been smoking 
pot for years, or you’re concerned about your children and grandchildren, or if you’re just wondering 
what it’s all about, this book will help you understand the movement and the effects. Every 
Christian needs to become aware of today’s battle with drugs and one of the prime door-openers...
marijuana.

$2.00

$3.00

It’s Time To Grow
Mike Kestler

The booklet written by Mike Kestler to help you grow in your walk with Christ.

Published by CSN International
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BOOKLETS
When Hitler Was In Power
Anita Dittman with Jan Markell

To this day, the Nazi Holocaust continues to prevent many Jewish people from believing God. 
Satan uses it as the biggest stumbling block for the numerous Jews who can’t accept that a loving, 
all-powerful God would allow such a horrible thing to happen. Granted, millions perished, yet God 
also allowed millions to survive.

This pamphlet is an extract of Anita Dittman’s biography, Trapped in Hitler’s Hell, written by Jan 
Markell.

$3.00
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VIDEOS
A Question of Origins

This visually rich, full production video reveals conclusive evidence that the universe and all life 
were created by a supernatural being, and that the God of the Bible is that creator. This video is 
essential for anyone who has doubts or questions concerning the scientific accuracy of the Bible.

Are We Building the Kingdom of God? - Vol. 1

• What is the Kingdom of God?
• Are we now living in the Kingdom of God?
• Who are the WATCHERS and the SONS OF GOD and how do they fit in with Building the 

Kingdom of God at the End of the Age?
• Is the Church the Kingdom of God?

This study begins before Genesis, in Eternity Past, and continues through the Book of Revelation, 
and will be absolutely critical in maturing your faith at this End of the Age.

$19.95

$20.00

Blood Sacrifice, Volume 2

This video continues our study of the Biblical Antichrist by studying the life, the values, the attitudes 
and the Black Magick Satanism of Adolf Hitler. We will examine how thoroughly, easily, and quickly 
Hitler intimidated, and then completely controlled, most of German christian churches. Hitler 
envisioned that he would usher in a thousand year reich for the nation of Germany and believed 
that he was ‘Selected by God to be Germany’s Messiah’. Hitler was determined to eliminate any 
who resisted the evolution of the supermen, a purification that would be accomplished through fire.

$12.00

Blood Sacrifice

This documentary will go where many scholars and historians are not willing to go...to the heart of 
Adolf Hitler. Modern secular historians totally fail to understand the unique Satanic phenomenon 
that possessed and empowered Adolf Hitler, his Nazi Religion and World War II. This video proves 
that Adolf Hitler was a perfect type of the coming Biblical Antichrist. Most importantly we examine 
what all this means for us today? We begin to connect the dots from Nazi Germany to today. How 
can studying the life of Hitler help prepare us for a world ruler to come. How does the Bible help us 
unravel the mysteries of history?

$12.00
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Case For A Creator

During his academic years, Lee Strobel became convinced that God was outmoded, a belief that 
colored his ensuing career as an award-winning journalist at the Chicago Tribune. Science made 
the idea of a Creator irrelevant... or so Strobel thought.

Has science discovered God? At the very least, it’s giving faith an immense boost as new findings 
emerge about the incredible complexity of life and our universe. In The Case for a Creator DVD, 
Strobel reexamines the theories that once led him away from God.

Countdown to Eternity

The world around us is in turmoil. It seems as if humanity is out of control, in an endless downward 
spiral. What is the world coming to? Is there any hope for any of us?

Hundreds of fulfilled prophecies prove that God has spoken to mankind, and that the Bible lays out 
mankind’s destiny in these last days! The documentary, Countdown to Eternity, originally released 
in 1997, has been re-released in DVD format, complete with the bonus video, “The Good Test,” as 
well as the new booklet, “101 Last Days Prophecies.”

VIDEOS

$19.00

$19.95

Creeping Things (3 DVD Set)

Learn about God’s created creepers in the reptile and amphibian world through this new DVD 
series, Creeping Things. Herpetologist, Nathan Hutcherson, with his son and daughter, take you on 
an adventure, hunting down and finding these amazing creatures.

Episode 1: Underappreciated Creepers
Episode 2: Desert Creepers
Episode 3: California Creepers

$29.00

Bringing Saudi Arabia Down

Saudi Arabia’s brutal dictatorship must be overthrown according to the Pentagon’s New Map 
Strategy. This war strategy -- followed since the 2001 Afghanistan invasion -- is overthrowing 
every single dictatorship in the Middle East and Africa. Already, Saddam Hussein of Iraq, Ghaddafi 
of Libya, Mubarak of Egypt, and Saleh of Yemen have been overthrown, while Syria’s Assad is 
holding on to power by a thread. But, how does the Global Elite overthrow Saudi Arabia without 
destroying the economy of the entire world? You will be absolutely shocked to learn how the Elite 
will overthrow Saudi Arabia and then you will be amazed as you watch this Plan unfold in your daily 
news.

$25.00
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VIDEOS
Darwin’s Dilemma

Filmed on four continents, this fascinating documentary examines some of the most important 
fossil discoveries ever made...and, with them, a mystery deeper than Darwin ever imagined. 
Darwin’s Dilemma examines what many consider to be the most powerful refutation of Darwinian 
evolution - the Cambrian fossil record. Charles Darwin realized that the fossil evidence did not 
support his theory of gradual, step-by-step evolutionary development. Today, after more than 150 
years of exploration fossil evidence of slow, incremental biological change has yet to be excavated. 
Instead, we find a picture of the rapid appearance of fully developed, complex organisms during the 
outset of the Cambrian geological era.

$19.00

Debunking Evolution

Most public schools teach evolution theory as fact, taking a serious toll on the faith of many 
unprepared Christians. Yet the straight-forward account in Genesis provides the true history of 
Creation, often making more sense of the evidence.

Join study partners, John & Jane as they explore the challenges to the evolutionary theory and why 
the Bible makes the most sense of the scientific evidence. The six-lesson program helps students 
understand the weak foundations of evolution, teaching them a strong case for the truth of Biblical 
Creation.

DNA vs. the Book of Mormon

This enlightening documentary presents the evidence from DNA researchers, including Mormon 
scientists who now wrestle with the DNA dilemma that faces Mormonism.

$19.95

$20.00

Dragons, Dinosaurs and the Bible

Are dinosaurs dragons? Did birds evolve from dinosaurs? How should Christians view these 
incredible creatures? This illustrated lecture, featuring creation-apologist Bodie Hodge, will excite 
you to look at these amazing beasts from a thoroughly biblical viewpoint. It will also challenge 
evolutionists to separate fact from fiction regarding dinosaurs and dragons.

$19.95
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Explore Glacier National Park

Discover a place of majestic mountains, alpine lakes, vast meadows, and remnants of once-
massive glaciers and snowfields. Travel with Noah Justice to Montana to explore the amazing sites 
and geology at Glacier National Park. He’ll research evidence for this area being created and eroded 
quickly by the effects of the Flood. In this episode you’ll learn:
• The Flood provided just the right mechanisms for an Ice Age
• The Bible provides the best answers for the massive worldwide extinctions just several 

thousand years ago.

VIDEOS

$14.99

Explore Mt. St. Helens

Noah’s adventures show children and teens how earth science actually supports the biblical record. 
These 30-minute programs show that the biblical record can be trusted and the idea of evolution 
cannot. This high-quality DVD series is professionally produced by a father and two young sons—
truly inspiring. Use in any Christian education setting including churches, schools, and homes. Be 
sure to show your children’s friends, too!

$15.00

Evolution vs. God

Hear expert testimony from leading evolutionary scientists from some of the world’s top 
universities: Peter Nonacs,Professor, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, UCLA CraigStanford, 
Professor, Biological Sciences and Anthropology, USC PZ Myers, Associate Professor, Biology, 
University of Minnesota Morris Gail E. Kennedy, Associate Professor,Anthropology, UCLA A study 
of the evidence of vestigial organs, natural selection, the fifth digit, the relevance of the Stickleback, 
Darwin’s finches and Lenski’s bacteria-all under the microscope of the Scientific Method- 
observable evidence from the minds of experts. Prepare to have your faith shaken.

$9.95

Explore Rocky Mountain National Park

Go on an expedition with Noah Justice to the Rocky Mountains to explore how they were formed 
and eroded by the catastrophic tectonics of the Flood.
He’ll research evidence for this area being created and eroded quickly by the effects of the Flood.

In this episode you’ll learn:
• Evidence of erosion and mass wasting show a recent formation
• The birth of the Rocky Mountains produced the Great Sand Dunes National Park, Garden of the 

Gods, and Devils Tower as well.

$14.99
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VIDEOS

Faith On The Edge

Join The Creation Guys Kyle Justice and Pat Roy as they explore the Biblical and scientific case 
against the Flat Earth. They talk to experts and perform real-life experiments -- including a weather 
balloon carrying a 360˚ camera 22.75 miles up into the atmosphere!

Eye of the Phoenix - Secrets of the Dollar Bill

This high quality History Channel type documentary proves the following points about the two 
Seals on the back of the One Dollar Bill with clarity and precision: 1) The two Seals are Egyptian and 
Luciferian 2) The two Seals were introduced by Freemasons, in 1782 3) Masonic President Franklin 
Roosevelt, aided by his Secretary of Agriculture/Vice President Wallace, ordered these Seals to 
be placed on the back of the Dollar Bill in 1935, having been urged on and advised by the Russian 
channeler/mystic, Nicolas Roerach.

$19.95

$19.95

Explore Yosemite & Zion National Parks

Join young Noah Justice as he explores Yosemite and Zion National Parks! In this fourth episode in 
the Awesome Science DVD series, Noah’s adventures show children and teens how earth science 
actually supports the biblical record.

These 30-minute programs show that the biblical record can be trusted and the idea of evolution 
cannot. This high-quality DVD series is professionally produced by a father and two young sons—
truly inspiring. Use in any Christian education setting including churches, schools, and homes. Be 
sure to show your children’s friends, too!

$15.00

Genesis (3 DVD Set)

In Volume 1, we present the evidence that much of the physics and evolution taught today is made 
up, contradictory and unscientific theories contrived by men who hate God!

In Volume 2, Satan’s strategy was to corrupt the human race and thus make man’s redemption 
impossible.

In Volume 3, Mac correctly links the rise of the wickedness of mankind to Nephilim prior to the 
World Wide Flood.

$54.95
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VIDEOS

Hell Is For Real

Many people believe that, eventually, everyone goes to heaven. Since the danger to people’s souls is 
so great and eternal, Gary Frazier speaks boldly and compassionately as he teaches the full biblical 
teaching about what hell is and why it is so terrible. Most of Frazier’s warnings come directly from 
the lips of Jesus, since He taught more about hell than about any other subject, and more than any 
other inspired Bible teacher. In this video, Frazier carefully explains the eternity of hell, a concept 
most unsaved just do not seem to comprehend. Hell is so real and so terrible, Frazier urges people 
to make the decision now to repent and ask forgiveness of sin through the blood sacrifice of Jesus, 
before God closes the age of grace.

$19.99

In Search of Temple Treasures

The Search for The Ark of the Covenant has fired the imaginations of archaeologists and students 
of prophecy through the ages. But does it still exist? And why is it so important? Could the 
discovery of the Ark and other priceless treasures be the match that ignites the final rebuilding of 
the Temple in Jerusalem? In Search of Temple treasures takes you on a remarkable experience into 
the Ark’s mysterious past, its explosive significance today, and its implications in the timing of last 
days’ events. Meticulous research and dozens of interviews with leading authorities in the Middle 
East provide a factual inside view of one of history’s most fascinating quest. Exclusive photographs 
and charts.

$19.95

God Of Wonders

Join us on a remarkable journey of discovery as we explore the Creator’s handiwork and what His 
creation reveals about His character. Survey the unimaginable size of the universe and ponder 
the vast energy present in all matter. Examine the elegant water molecule essential to all life and 
discover how God combines these molecules to form beautiful and symmetrical snow crystals. 
Learn about the incredible complexity of DNA and the miraculous workings of the tiny seed. From 
the design functionality of birds to the incredible transformation of butterflies, these and many 
other features of creation are highlighted in this visually stunning presentation.

$19.95

Incredible Creatures That Defy Evolution (3 DVD Set)

The Award Winning Series available in a Gift Box set! This series enters the fascinating world of 
animals to reveal sophisticated and complex designs that can’t possibly be explained by traditional 
evolution theory. It actually provides clear examples of what creationists call the “irreducible 
complexity” of life that challenges the idea of classic evolutionary development. For the past 
20 years, Dr. Jobe Martin has been fascinating his students as he lectures on these remarkable 
animals that cannot be explained by traditional evolution. Dr. Martin was a traditional evolutionist, 
but his medical and scientific training would go through an evolution...rather a revolution when he 
began to study animals that challenged the scientific assumptions of his education.

$50.00
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VIDEOS

Incredible Creatures That Defy Evolution 3

This series features Dr. Jobe Martin, who for the past 20 years, has been exploring evolution vs. 
creation. His findings have been fascinating students around the world as he lectures on these 
remarkable animal designs that cannot be explained by traditional evolution.

Dr. Martin himself was a traditional evolutionist, but his medical and scientific training would go 
through an evolution, rather a revolution when he began to study animals that challenged the 
scientific assumptions of his education. This was the beginning of the evolution of a creationist.

Incredible Creatures That Defy Evolution 2

This series features Dr. Jobe Martin, who for the past 20 years, has been exploring evolution vs. 
creation. His findings have been fascinating students around the world as he lectures on these 
remarkable animal designs that cannot be explained by traditional evolution.

Dr. Martin himself was a traditional evolutionist, but his medical and scientific training would go 
through an evolution, rather a revolution when he began to study animals that challenged the 
scientific assumptions of his education. This was the beginning of the evolution of a creationist.

$19.95

$19.95

Incredible Creatures That Defy Evolution 1

This series features Dr. Jobe Martin, who for the past 20 years, has been exploring evolution vs. 
creation. His findings have been fascinating students around the world as he lectures on these 
remarkable animal designs that cannot be explained by traditional evolution.

Dr. Martin himself was a traditional evolutionist, but his medical and scientific training would go 
through an evolution, rather a revolution when he began to study animals that challenged the 
scientific assumptions of his education. This was the beginning of the evolution of a creationist.

$19.95

Israel Past, Present & Future

The study will proclaim the miracle that is the modern State of Israel and how by the power of 
Almighty God a nation that disappeared from the face of the earth was re-established. It follows 
the storyline of the Bible that the large majority Church of the first 1900 years after Christ failed 
to recognize. The goal will be to establish these truths in a manner that will change the viewer s 
perspective of the Jewish State and instill in the modern-day believer a doctrine of support for 
Israel to the point that we may be numbered among those that the Abrahamic Covenant promises 
unconditionally to bless.

$16.00
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VIDEOS

Israel, Islam and Armageddon

Overflowing with powerful visuals spanning centuries of history and Biblical prophecy to clarify 
currents events and future prophecies, this eye-opening video is a gigantic history lesson 
compressed into one hour—plus bonus footage and Q & A with Dave Hunt.

With more than 3,000 years of history on record, Jerusalem is mentioned an astonishing 800 times 
in the Bible and is prophesied to play a key role in world destiny. As documented in this film, many 
of these prophecies have already come to pass. Those yet to be fulfilled are also revealed in this 
video—with clear implications for our present day.

$19.95

Jesus

The new, digitally remastered Jesus DVD is the classic story of the tragedy and triumph of the 
most controversial life in human history.

All DVD components are in both English and Spanish audio and subtitles. The Jesus movie is 
available in seven language tracts (English, Spanish, Tagalog, Vietnamese, German, Arabic, Korean) 
and four subtitled languages (English, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese). The DVD also includes the 
following special features: The Story of Jesus for Children, Why Did I Get this DVD?, The Movie 
Jesus in the USA, and An Insider’s Comments.

$19.95

Israel, A Journey Of Light

The new 6 unit series examines how Israel has influenced the world and fulfilled her God-appointed 
mandate by becoming “a light to the nations.” Specifically, the series focuses on God’s promise 
to bless the nations through Abraham’s descendants. Among other things, the series examines 
how Jewish adherence to Torah teachings and traditions has influenced international standards of 
ethics, morality and family life. The series also illustrates how Jewish ingenuity and innovation in 
the 20th and 21st centuries have contributed to the well-being of humanity as a whole.

$80.00

King Of Creation

This 40-minute DVD presents eight unique journeys to some of the most beautiful locations on 
earth-for spectacular encounters with the splendor of the Creator’s power and the brilliance of his 
inspired Word. Photographed in high definition, King Of Creation is a tapestry rich with breathtaking 
views of our planet and universe, beloved passages of Scripture, and timeless hymns of the 
Christian faith, all seamlessly woven into a unique and deeply touching message of encouragement 
and hope.

$12.95
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VIDEOS

Metamorphosis

Throughout history butterflies have fascinated artists and philosophers, scientists and school 
children with their profound mystery and beauty. In Metamorphosis you will explore their 
remarkable world as few ever have before. Spectacular photography, computer animation and 
magnetic resonance imaging open once hidden doors to every stage of a butterfly’s life-cycle. The 
superbly engineered body of a butterfly is magnified hundreds of times to reveal compound eyes 
made of thousands of individual lenses, wings covered with microscopic solar panels that warm 
the insect’s muscles for flight, and navigational systems that unerringly guide Monarch butterflies 
on their annual migration from Canada to Mexico.

$19.95

Messages from Heaven

The paranormal realm has the public’s attention. Reports of paranormal and supernatural activity 
are on the rise. Are these events signs and wonders sent to turn our world back to God, or are they 
something else?

This video offers a Biblical examination of the reported sightings of the apparition of the Virgin 
Mary and other supernatural activity in the end times.

$19.95

Magic, Mysticism & Masonry

This is THE ONE video every Mason to whom you are witnessing must see! Doc Marquis drives a 
wooden stake into the heart of Freemasonry by exposing truths only known to a former Satanist.

Most informative of all Doc Marquis’ videos. Really challenges the Southern Baptist Convention to 
change their rules allowing Masons in the pulpit, as Deacons and as church members.

$39.99

Monumental

Presented, produced, and starring Kirk Cameron, the 90-minute true story follows this father of six 
across Europe and the U.S. as he seeks to discover America’s true “national treasure” – the people, 
places, and principles that made America the freest, most prosperous and generous nation the 
world has ever known. Monumental is the story of America’s beginnings.

$20.00
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VIDEOS
Mormonism’s Temple Of Doom

Schnoebelen was told by his Coven Master that, if he ever got into trouble, he was to join the 
Mormon Church because it was “created by Witches for Witches!” But, in the past 50 years, the 
Mormon (LDS) Church has managed to grow from a small fringe cult to a major world religion of 
considerable respectability. However, beneath the sweet surface of LDS Public Relations, there 
lurks one of the most dark and twisted religions to emerge in American history. You will discover 
that, just as Mormonism is not Christian, the Mormon Family is not the same as the Christian 
Family. This DVD exposes the un-Biblical nature of Mormon theology and why it remains a cult.

$39.99

Perilous Times

The Bible tells us that in the last days, perilous times shall come. I say not only shall they come, but 
they are already here and therefore we are already living in the Last Days.

After having reviewed Timothy’s list of the warning signs that will be prevalent in the world in the 
last days, I think that you would also have to agree.

$19.95

Mount St. Helens: Modern Day Evidence for the World Wide 
Flood

In 1980 Mt. St. Helens erupted and quickly became known as “God’s gift to Creationists”. Thirty 
years later geologist Dr. Steve Austin returns to the volcanic monument to share about the 
catastrophic processes which reshaped the terrain and how they support the Biblical record of 
earth’s history, especially the worldwide Flood of Noah’s day.

$19.95

Pop Culture Paganism

This documentary explores an ever-growing hysteria focusing on the supernatural. The 21st 
century is undoubtedly marked by such blockbuster hits as Harry Potter, and the Twilight 
phenomenon, not to mention HBO’s wildly popular vampire series True Blood as well as the 
teen series Vampire Diaries. What are the ties, if any between our current infatuation with these 
otherworldly beings and the ancient beliefs of Paganism?

This film features interviews with occultic experts, as well as high-ranking witches, druids and an 
interview with a former vampire.

$19.95
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VIDEOS

The Bible vs. the Book Of Mormon

The Book of Mormon claims to be a “volume of holy scripture comparable to the Bible.” Both the 
Bible and the Book of Mormon declare themselves to be ancient, historical and reliable rules of 
faith - the very word of God. These claims have historically been taken on faith, but is there any 
evidence to support them one way or the other? Is it even possible to “test” a rule of faith? More 
to the point, is there any basis of placing one’s faith in the Bible or the Book of Mormon? It’s an 
important question. It’s an eternal question. This presentation puts the Bible and the Book of 
Mormon to the same tests. History, archaeology, textual criticism and other disciplines combine to 
shed light on what is true...and what is false.

The Bible vs. Joseph Smith

The Book of Mormon claims to be a “volume of holy scripture comparable to the Bible.” Both the 
Bible and the Book of Mormon declare themselves to be ancient, historical and reliable rules of 
faith - the very word of God. These claims have historically been taken on faith, but is there any 
evidence to support them one way or the other?

If even one prophecy fails to come true, that prophet is a false prophet, and must be put to death.

$19.95

$19.95

Riddles in Stone - The Secret Architecture of Washington DC

This video continues our examination of the true history of America’s founding. We examine the 
architecture, the paintings, the sculptures and the street layouts of Washington, D.C. Since so 
much controversy over the centuries has erupted concerning the role Freemasons have played 
in the founding of America and of our nation’s capitol, we set up a public debate with top-ranking 
Masonic authorities on the one hand and independent researchers on the other.

$19.95

Revelation

This systematic study combines standard Biblical Interpretation plus a number of distinctive 
Cutting Edge teachings. 
Volume 1 - “Jesus’ Warning To His 7 Churches”.
Volume 2 - “The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”.
Volume 3 - “The Wrath of God”
Volume 4 - “The Final Trumpet Judgments: Time Is Running Out” which stampede the peoples of 
the world in a panic mode unprecedented in all of human history.
Volume 5 - The finale of God’s wrath.
Volume 6 - JESUS CONQUERS ALL!!$90.00
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VIDEOS

The Exodus Revealed

The Exodus Revealed is an information-packed DVD containing actual video footage of what 
appears to be Egyptian chariot wheels found on the floor of the Red Sea. You’ll also see other 
physical evidence: Egyptian records of the Israelites’ bondage under Pharaoh, the route they may 
have followed to freedom, their crossing site on the shore of the Red Sea and the location of Mt. 
Sinai. The Exodus Revealed brings to light the first archaeological “find” of the 21 century.

$19.95

The Great Eclipse

Come experience the 2017 eclipse in the Path of Totality with The Creation Guys, Kyle Justice and 
Pat Roy. You’ll marvel as you explore the amazing design of God’s creation, see why a total solar 
eclipse is so unique in our solar system, hear from those that were there, and why such miraculous 
phenomena should cause us to worship God as Creator and King. Come along with Pat and Kyle 
as they talk to Astronomer Dr. Danny Faulker from Answers in Genesis. The expertise Dr. Faulkner 
provides will help you and your family focus on how God’s handiwork is showcased in a solar 
eclipse.

$19.99

The Coming Last Days Temple

Filmed largely on location in Israel, this fascinating documentary gives you a close-up look at one 
of today’s most compelling dramas - the ongoing preparations to rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem. 
Prophecy and Middle Eastern expert Dr. Randall Price takes you behind the scenes for interviews 
with key individuals in the rebuilding movement. Along with exclusive footage – not available 
elsewhere – of the very latest developments and the articles and instruments destined for use in 
the completed temple.

$19.95

The End Of Times

Are you prepared? Do you know what’s in store for mankind in the last days? Prophecy Update’s 
“The End of Times” attempts to answer some of the biggest questions ever asked – How does 
history, as we know it, unfold? What does the future hold?

$19.95
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VIDEOS

The Heavens Declare

The Heavens Declare is a DVD series exploring the scientific evidence which supports the Biblical 
worldview for the formation of the universe. Experts in astronomy, astrophysics, and cosmology 
build their case for a biblical worldview. Main points include:
• How one’s worldview shapes your ideas about the data
• What are the two main worldviews and their implications
• How the laws of nature are compelling proof for creation
• Why using the Big Bang presents big challenges

$30.00

The Isaiah 9:10 Judgment

An obscure passage in the Book of Isaiah describing the fall of ancient Israel has, since September 
11, 2001, been eerily re-enacted in the United States exactly as it originally occurred in the time 
of the great prophet of Israel leading to the nation’s demise. Jonathan Cahn, the author of The 
Harbinger, has been shocking audiences by revealing the astonishing parallels between the fall of 
ancient Israel and current events unfolding in the US. In this stunning new documentary The Isaiah 
9:10 Judgment, Rabbi Cahn unravels the mystery behind this seemingly innocuous Biblical verse, 
and shows that ancient harbingers of judgment are now manifesting in America, just as they once 
did in Israel.

$29.95

The Great Ice Age - Evidence From the Flood for Its Quick 
Formation and Melting

We’ve been told there have been many ice ages over millions of years, but now meteorologist 
Michael Oard shares evidence the main-line scientists won’t tell you. He’ll share about only one 
Ice Age after the end of the global Flood. He’ll show how the Flood produced the right conditions 
to develop the Ice Age in 500-700 years, then how a catastrophic melt off transpired in only 50-70 
years.

$19.95

The Great Missoula Flood: Modern Day Evidence for the World 
Wide Flood

Meteorologist Michael Oard presents evidence for only one Missoula Flood happening 
catastrophically at the end of the Ice Age. Michael addresses the controversy of the Missoula Flood 
from when Bretz first proposed it back in the 1920′s to present day. He also presents evidence for 
only one Ice Age caused by the Global Flood only a few thousand years ago. Finally, he shares how 
we can use the Missoula Flood to recognize geologic features around the world caused by the 
global Flood.

$19.99
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VIDEOS

The Privileged Planet

Is Earth merely a speck of dust lost without significance in the universe? Or, is our planet the 
product of intelligent design? Today, scientific evidence indicates that the many factors that make 
Earth suitable for complex life also provide the best conditions for astronomical discovery.

The Privileged Planet explores this intriguing correlation and its implications on our understanding 
of the origin and purpose of the cosmos.

$19.00

The Master Designer - The Song

We live in a world that is inspired. Filled with majestic order, unbelievable beauty, and brilliant 
design. With the advance of science we see life in intricate detail and mind-blowing wonder. The 
raging question of our time is “How did this all come to be?” Can it all be attributed to unintelligent 
random processes? Or is there another explanation? Does the scientific evidence now demonstrate 
clear design and reveal a Master Designer? And if it does, what does that mean to us?

$22.00

The Last Religion: Transhumanism, the Singularity and the 
Antichrist

Chuck Missler, Paul McGuire, L.A. Marzulli, John Loeffler, Frank Peretti, Joel Richardson, with 
NEWLY DISCOVERED interviews from Hal Lindsay, Dave Hunt, Marlin Maddoux, and David Breese 
from nearly 30 years ago. EERILY ACCURATE!!

The Last Religion tells of a future time when the world will be under the control of a global dictator 
most commonly known as the antichrist. This is somewhat of a misnomer because this term 
generalizes what is actually an evil trio of personalities into one.

$19.95

The Secret Of Secret Societies

Pastor Mike Hoggard delves into Daniel chapter 2 to explain the secret revealed to Daniel about the 
4th Kingdom, with the mingling of the sons of God and the daughters of men as the miry clay. From 
here he proceeds into the Masonic Square and Compass and other Masonic symbols, showing 
how this Satanic mingling is secretly hidden in those symbols. Hoggard also speaks about this 
carefully hidden secret all throughout the video and states that he will show this secret manifesting 
itself through Freemasonry, Rosicrucianism, the New Age Movement, plus modern movies and 
advertising.

$19.99
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VIDEOS
The Soon to be Revealed Antichrist

Soon a man who has been waiting in the wings, will come upon the world’s stage and the final 
seven years of life as we know it will begin. This time is known as ‘the Great Tribulation’ ! This man, 
we call the Antichrist, will at first seem to be the answer to all the world’s problems.
He will, practically over night, solve many of the dilemma’s and troubling issues facing mankind 
, including doing what no other person could do. He will bring peace to the Middle-East, he will 
guarantee for a period of seven years a treaty between Israel and its neighbors. All will seem well, 
but exactly 3 1/2 years into this seven year treaty the door will open and reveal this man for what he 
truly is...

$19.95

Unlocking the Mystery of Life

Is life on Earth the product of purely undirected processes like time, chance and natural selection? 
Or, can the origin and diversity of living organisms be traced to an intelligent cause?

Unlocking the Mystery of Life explores these timeless questions and presents compelling evidence 
to support an idea that could revolutionize scientific thought - the theory of intelligent design.

$19.00

There Will Be Tribulation

There Will Be Tribulation covers the Tribulation from start to finish.

It includes the following topics: the concept, the scope, the length, the starting point, common 
misconceptions, the Antichrist and the world’s acceptance of the Antichrist, the events of the 
Tribulation and the chronology and God’s purpose for the Tribulation.

$17.00

They Sold Their Souls For Rock & Roll

Fasten your seat belts as you go on an eye-popping ride upon the roller coaster of Rock, and find 
out how Rock’s most popular artists have Sold Their Souls for Rock and Roll. In this mind-blowing 
exposé, Pastor Joe Schimmel reveals just how Satan has been effectively using popular music 
to undermine God’s plan for the family and ultimately heralding the coming of the Antichrist and 
his kingdom on earth. This video series contains eye-popping, rare, and some never before seen 
footage that will leave you picking your jaw up off the ground, as you see artists being used by 
Satan to destroy many lives. Come behind the scenes with us as we expose the deceptive agendas 
of many of yesterday’s and today’s secular artists.

$20.00
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World War III: History’s Greatest Lynchpin Event

In the past 20 years, whenever a battle begins in the Middle East or whenever a verbal 
confrontation breaks out between major powers, ‘gloom and doom’ scare-mongers immediately 
begin to shout ‘World War III’,much like a person yells ‘FIRE’ in a crowded theater.

Bible prophecy reveals that Antichrist will be produced on the world scene by a number of signs, 
including ‘wars and rumors of wars’. Demonic familiar spirits told the Elite in 1870 that three world 
wars will be needed to produce Antichrist. Make no mistake about it: Antichrist will be produced by 
World War III.

Wide Is The Gate 3

The final installment in the Caryl Productions series features the hyper-Charismatic and 
Pentecostal movements represented by a variety of names and leaders. This supposed “new move 
of the Holy Spirit” coined as the New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) is also known as Third Wave, 
Manifest Sons of God, Latter Rain, Kingdom Now, Word Faith, Fresh Fire, and has many other 
names.

Through careful biblical analysis, well-known experts help unravel the tragedy of growing deception 
in the church masquerading as revival, renewal, and vibrant new Christianity.

VIDEOS

$39.95

$15.00

Where Jesus Walked

The Holy Land of old comes alive as we witness first-hand the paths Jesus traveled.

Beautifully photographed, with scriptural narrative and original music, this visual account of Jesus’ 
life takes on a deeper spiritual meaning for those who see the sacred places where His teachings, 
miracles, passion, death, resurrection and ascension took place.

$19.95
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AUDIO

The Coming Global Transformation

We have been rightly called the exponential generation. Every prophetic sign is ramping up before 
our eyes. In addition to the rapid increase in knowledge and transportation, we are witnessing 
many monumental events: A global government emerging, global tracking technology in place, 
lawlessness and terrorism at record levels, the Middle East in turmoil, environmental devastation 
of biblical proportions, etc. Besides all this, interest in the occult realm is sweeping the globe and 
reported paranormal activity is mushrooming. The Coming Global Transformation tackles these 
distressing developments head-on by examining specific, ancient prophecies describing the last 
days and actual recent news reports and events that indicate a global transformation is looming.

Audio Bible

Introducing the TNIV Audio Bible, multi-voice edition - an audio Bible for today’s generation. 
Featuring  dramatic readings from some of the world’s best voice talent, original music, and 
engaging book intros, the TNIV Audio Bible is available on 64 traditional-format CDs, 6 mp3 CDs, 
and as an audio download. Plus, with the audio download version, you can navigate to the exact 
verse using any compatible Audiobook player.

$12.00

$39.95
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OTHER
“Behold Israel” Bumper Sticker

Spread the word about Amir Tsarfati’s ministry, “Behold Israel”

“I Am A Watchman” Bumper Sticker

Spread the word about Dillon Burroughs’ and Joe Kerr’s ministry, “I Am A Watchman”

$5.00

$5.00
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